Revolution Dance Center
Covid-19 Studio Guidelines
•

Masks: Everyone who enters the studio will be required to wear a mask. Dancers may
choose to remove their masks while taking class, however they must have them on
while waiting in the lobby. Masks are optional for children under the age of 5. All
teachers will be wearing masks as well. *If there is any reason that your child cannot
wear a mask, just let us know.

•

Temperatures: Please take temperatures before coming into the studio. We will have a
no contact thermometer that we will use as well. Dancers should not come in if they
have symptoms or if they feel unwell at all.

•

Health Checks: Please consider these health questions before coming to
class.
o

1: Have you or anyone in your family been tested for Covid-19?

o

2: Has your temperature been taken and was it higher than 99.9 degrees?

o

3. Do you have a persistent cough, Shortness of breath or persistent
pain/pressure in the chest?

•

Sanitizing: Dancers should sanitize as often as needed. We will have some sanitizer
there, but we encourage dancers to bring their own and keep it in the dance room. We
will sanitize equipment between classes (we will also clean the floors at the end of every
night and sometimes in between classes). Teachers will stay after every night to clean
commonly touched surfaces, like door handles, light switches and the bathroom.

•

Contact/Distancing: Dancers should avoid physical contact and maintain proper
distance, except when necessary for classroom activities. Dancers and teachers must
sanitize after doing activities which require physical contact.

•

Lobby Use: To limit the amount of people in the building, we ask that parents refrain
from sitting in the lobby during class unless necessary. If your child is under the age of 5,
you may stay in the lobby. Our lobby is small so please practice social distancing while in
the lobby as much as possible. *For classes in Room 2, it is a small space so we ask that
parents do not sit in the dance space during class! We may schedule times throughout
the season for these classes to show parents.

•

Food: We ask that you refrain from bringing food into the studio. Dancers who have
multiple classes in one night may bring food, but those dancers must keep it to
themselves and clean up after themselves. Food can only be eaten during scheduled
break times. Water: Dancers should bring their own water bottles. Food and water
should not be shared!

